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PRoF Award abstract – Call 2015
ATENDI
1. Research Outline
Acronym
Project name in English

ATENDI
ATENDI
ATENDI offers a centralized waiting list and referrals
Pitch (1 sentence)
management-infrastructure for LTCF and Hospitals within
Europe.
Executive summary (max. 10 lines)
ATENDI provides and extended centralized infrastructure for patient-transfers
between LTCF mutually and between hospitals and LTCF. The initiative is based on
the Flemish Government’ incentive for more data sharing within healthcare.
Thanks to user identification, based on the SSN, patients can be filed electronically
at multiple LTCF’ waiting list simultaneously. This way LTCF get the benefits of a
central waiting list system without the disadvantages of government centralized
allocation.
Every LTCF retains its own private queue, without being visible to competing
facilities. Thanks to the underlying identification according to the SSN, double
counting’s or outdated care requests can be efficiently eliminated. This method
achieves a more accurate waiting list per LTCF combined with a clever flow from
hospitals, ultimately resulting in a more optimum utilization of available capacity.
ATENDI is a perfect example of data sharing while maintaining autonomy in the
admission policy.
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2. Cause and context of the research
ATENDI sets up a test pilot in the southern region of Limburg, in and around the Sint Trudo
Hospital.

3. Innovation results achieved
ATENDI offers a more clever use of capacity within LTCF. With massive aging figures and
accompanied need for long term care, every capacity utilization efficiency must be exploited.

4. Link to the PRoF values
ATENDI complies with the follwing PRoF values:
1. Privacy enabled data sharing for LTCF admissions.
2. Making LTCF admissions les stigmatising and more approachable thanks to
electronical registration solutions.
3. Creating an impactfull infrastructure for Long Term elderly Care Facilities’ admission
management.
4. Based on a durable business model making the infrastrcuture sustainable for the
long term.
ATENDI conplies with three out of four PRoF innovation areas:
1. New insights regarding healtcare infrastructure.
2. Innovating healtcare processes and procedures.
3. Innovating healtcare products/services.

5. Applicable IPR rules
ATEDI is a registered trademark within the Benelux and filed with BOIP number 936316.

6. Information on the partners
ATENDI is a single-company initiative. Current contexctual partners from the southern
Limburg region pilot are: POP LISTEL and Sint Trudo Hospital.
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Addendum: Contact information

Koen Van Roy
ATENDI Ideator
koen.vanroy@atendi.be
+32 499 296 704
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